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Abstract Research into the teaching and assessment of student writing shows that
many students find academic writing a challenge to learn, with legal writing no
exception. Improving the availability and quality of timely formative feedback is an
important aim. However, the time-consuming nature of assessing writing makes it
impractical for instructors to provide rapid, detailed feedback on hundreds of draft
texts which might be improved prior to submission. This paper describes the design of
a natural language processing (NLP) tool to provide such support. We report progress
in the development of a web application called AWA (Academic Writing Analytics),
which has been piloted in a Civil Law degree. We describe: the underlying NLP
platform and the participatory design process through which the law academic and
analytics team tested and refined an existing rhetorical parser for the discipline; the user
interface design and evaluation process; and feedback from students, which was
broadly positive, but also identifies important issues to address. We discuss how our
approach is positioned in relation to concerns regarding automated essay grading, and
ways in which AWA might provide more actionable feedback to students. We conclude
by considering how this design process addresses the challenge of making explicit to
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learners and educators the underlying mode of action in analytic devices such as our
rhetorical parser, which we term algorithmic accountability.
Keywords Learning analytics .Writing analytics . Argumentation . Natural language
processing . Rhetoric . Civil law. Participatory design
Introduction
Writing as a Key Disciplinary Skill
Critical, analytical writing is a key skill in learning, particularly in higher education
contexts, and for employment in most knowledge-intensive professions (National
Commission On Writing 2003; OECD and Statistics Canada 2010). Similarly in legal
contexts, writing is both a ‘tool of the trade’, and a tool to think with – to engage in
‘writing to learn’ by considering the application of legal contexts through written legal
documents (Parker 1997). A 1992 US report, commonly known as the MacCrate report
(The Task Force on Law Schools and the Profession: Narrowing the Gap 1992), notes
that although it is key for lawyers to learn effective communication methods (including
analytical writing), there is in fact a disconnect between the practice, and legal-
education of, lawyers with too little focus on this communication in legal training.
The subsequent ‘Carnegie report’ (Sullivan et al. 2007) raised similar concerns,
suggesting the need for reform in assessment practices with an increased focus on
legal process and practice over product. Indeed, in the context described in this work,
across the qualifications offered by the University of Technology Sydney (UTS) Law
Faculty, critical analysis and evaluation, research skills (to find, synthesize and evaluate
relevant information), and communication and collaboration (using English effectively
to inform, analyse, report and persuade in an appropriate – often written –medium), are
all highlighted as core graduate attributes. Thus, although there are stark differences
internationally in the emphasis placed on writing in undergraduate legal education
(Todd 2013), there are clear similarities between the English speaking common law
countries and the emphasis on written communication in legal education. Learning the
law is not simply about memorizing and recalling the contents of ‘the law’, but about
thinking like a lawyer – the ability to process, analyse, and apply the law (Beazley
2004); abilities fundamentally tied to writing. Indeed, preliminary work indicates a
relationship between grades in specific writing courses (common in the US context)
and success in other law courses (Clark 2013).
Teaching academic writing is recognized as a challenge across higher education
(Ganobcsik-Williams 2006) with a disparity between the more superficial presentation-
al criteria by which students often judge their work, and the level of analytical
argumentation that educators seek (Andrews 2009; Lea and Street 1998; Lillis and
Turner 2001; Norton 1990). As a field, Law places huge emphasis on argumentation,
but evidence suggests that its effective teaching has proven challenging. For example, a
survey of US judges, practitioners and legal writing teachers indicated a universal
generally poor view of new law graduates’ writing skills (Kosse and ButleRitchie
2003). These respondents report writing that lacks: focus; a developed theme; structure;
persuasive argument or analysis; synthesis and authority analysis; alongside errors in,
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citation, grammar, spelling, and punctuation (Kosse and ButleRitchie 2003). Similar
concerns are raised by other expert legal writers (Abner and Kierstad 2010).
A set of discussion and guidance literature has emerged for learning good practice in
writing well in the law. These range from discussion of the elegant combination of
clarity, concision, and engaging writing (Osbeck 2012), to very specific concerns
regarding a preference for plain English over jargon and legalese (Stark 1984) – a
concern shared by judges (across seniority and demography) who find plain English
more persuasive (Flammer 2010). Others give specific guidance (see, for examples,
Goldstein and Lieberman 2002; Murumba 1991; Samuelson 1984) which make clear
that key elements of good legal writing include: Asserting a thesis (up front); devel-
oping an argument through use of analysis and synthesis of sources, facts, and legal
argument (weighed in a measured way); and writing in a clear, simple, and direct or
concrete tone.
To address concerns regarding written communication, legal-writing scholars have
argued for an increased focus on the process of writing in both curricula and assess-
ments. In the legal writing context (largely in American law schools) there have been
calls for advice in writing mentoring to focus on underlying analysis, rather than
structural features, (Gionfriddo et al. 2009); and for changes to assessment practices,
with use of empirical studies to motivate (and assess the impact of) these changes
(Curcio 2009); indeed, the same author has provided empirical evidence in the law-
context that formative assessment can improve final grades by roughly half a grade
(Curcio et al. 2008) with further preliminary evidence indicating a positive impact on
mid-course grade (but not end of course) (Herring and Lynch 2014). Authors have thus
suggested a need to address student’s mindsets (Sperling and Shapcott 2012), and
metacognitive and self-regulatory skills (Niedwiecki 2006, 2012) through effective
formative assessment, with a commensurate desire to improve the level of self-
reflection and professional writing development throughout one’s legal career
(Niedwiecki 2012; Vinson 2005).
Aligning Student and Instructor Assessments of Writing
At UTS students are usually admitted to a law degree on the strength of very good
school-leaving results or upon successful completion of an undergraduate degree. As a
general rule, both cohorts have strong writing skills. However, we identified that when
students were invited to self-assess their own writing using the formal rubric they
tended to over-rate their writing. If law students are not taught how to assess their own
written work meaningfully while at university, they will be unlikely to learn this skill in
practice. Yet it is in legal practice that the skill is most needed. The professional and
ethical obligations that are imposed on legal practitioners mean that they must be
mindful of what and how they write at all times. Most of what lawyers do involves
reading, writing and critiquing correspondence, evidence, advice and instructions.
The metacognitive processes involved in assessing the quality of written work,
particularly one’s own, are sophisticated. Indeed, the scholarship on this point paints
a negative impression of students’ ability to improve their self-assessments. Research
shows that people often have a faulty mental model of how they learn and remember,
making them prone to both mis-assessing and mismanaging their own learning (Bjork
et al. 2013). When students are taught to calibrate their self-reviews to instructor
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defined assessment criteria, their learning outcomes improve (Boud et al. 2013, 2015).
Importantly, self-review should be designed in such a way as to be formative in making
critical judgments about the quality of the reviewed writing. A mechanism or interven-
tion that causes students to pause and ask strategic questions about the content and
quality of their writing could qualify as an incentive to proof-read and make the critical
judgments required for meaningful self-monitoring. Ultimately, we seek to build
students’ ability to assess themselves as accurately as an expert assesses them, which
as Boud has argued, is the kind of Bsustainable assessment^ capability needed for
lifelong learning (Boud 2000).
One means by which to support such alignment is through the automated provision
of formative feedback on the accuracy of students’ self-assessment, or the writing itself.
Indeed, a line of research has developed to analyse student writing through automated
essay scoring or evaluation systems (AEE). These systems have been successfully
deployed in summative assessment of constrained-task sets, with evidence indicating
generally high levels of reliability between automated and instructor assessments (see,
e.g., discussions throughout Shermis and Burstein 2013), with some criticism of this
work emerging (Ericsson and Haswell 2006). Such systems have been targeted at both
summative and formative ends. However, these approaches have tended to explore
semantic content (i.e., the topics or themes being discussed), and syntactic structure
(i.e., the surface level structures in the text), with some analysis of cohesion (see
particularly, McNamara et al. 2014), but less focus on rhetorical structure (i.e., the
expression of moves in an argumentative structure). Moreover, these systems have not
typically been applied to formative self-assessment on open-ended writing assignments.
The Rhetorical Structure of Written Texts
The research described in this paper applies a natural language processing (NLP) tool
for rhetorical parsing to the context of legal essay writing. The NLP capability in AWA
is currently being developed as an adaptation of the rhetorical parsing module (Sándor
2007) of the Xerox Incremental Parser (XIP) (Aït-Mokhtar et al. 2002) to the legal
domain. The parser is designed to detect sentences that reflect salient rhetorical moves
in analytical texts (like research articles and reports).
The term rhetorical move was introduced by Swales (1990) to characterise the com-
municative functions present in scholarly argumentation. Swales defines rhetorical moves
like stating the relevant problem, showing the gaps or proposing solutions. Rhetorical
moves are usually conveyed by sequences of sentences, and often they are made explicit by
more or less standardized discourse patterns, which contribute to the articulation of the
author’s argumentation strategy (e.g. In this paper we describe …- stating the relevant
problem,Contrary to previous ideas… - stating the gaps, In this paper we have shown…-
proposing solutions). The goal of the XIP rhetorical parser is the detection of the recurring
patterns that indicate rhetorical moves in what we call rhetorically salient sentences.
Rhetorically salient sentences have successfully indicated relevant content elements
in various text-mining tasks. For example, significantly new research is spotted by
detecting a small number of Bparadigm shifts^ in tens of thousands of biomedical
research abstracts (Lisacek et al. 2005) through the identification of salient sentences
containing discourse patterns that convey contrast between past findings and new
experimental evidence. Another application detects salient sentences that describe
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research problems and summary statements. This application was tested for assisting
academic peer reviewers in grasping the main points in research papers (Sándor and
Vorndran 2009) and project evaluators in extracting key messages from grantees project
reports (De Liddo et al. 2012). Moreover, as we describe later (Table 1) these moves
may be mapped to a rubric structure in the legal writing context.
The analytical module of AWA1 labels the following types of salient sentences (signalled
in the text with highlighting and a ‘Function Key – see next section): Summarizing issues
(describing the article’s plan, goals, and conclusions) (S), describing Background knowl-
edge (B), Contrasting ideas (C), Emphasizing important ideas (E), mentioning Novel ideas
(N), pointing out Surprising facts, results, etc. (S), describing an open Question or
insufficient knowledge (Q), and recognizing research Trends (T). Summarizing is related
to Swales’ rhetorical moves stating relevant problems and proposing solutions, whereas all
the other sentence types characterise problem formulation, which AWA’s user interface
refers to collectively as Important Sentences. Our typology of Important Sentences has
been developed as a result of the detection of recurrent discourse patterns in peer reviewed
research articles drawn from a variety of fields including social sciences and bio-medicine.
Some examples of the discourse patterns are shown in Fig. 1.
The typology is robust in the text-mining tasks mentioned above (De Liddo et al.
2012; Lisacek et al. 2005; Sándor and Vorndran 2009)— but is designed to be modified
if a new domain establishes the need for the detection of additional rhetorical moves.
The rhetorical parser is the implementation of the concept-matching framework (Sándor
et al. 2006), which models the salient discourse patterns as instantiations of syntactically
related2 words and expressions that convey constituent concepts. For example, sentences
which contrasting ideas contain a pair of syntactically related words or expressions
conveying the concepts of Bcontrast^ and Bidea/mental operation^. Thus the following 3
syntactically and semantically different sentences are all labeled ‘C′ by AWA, since the
words in bold match this pattern: challenge, need, failure and shift convey Bcontrast^
and identify, highlights, demonstrating and notions convey Bidea/ mental operation^.
The two classes of words are syntactically related in all the three sentences:
C The second challenge is to identify different types of SLA and their associated technologies and
uses.
C Consequently this highlights the essential need for repair.
C Finally demonstrating various solutions and the pragmatic failure or success of these with close
regard to case law as well as the notions expressed by Keane in particular a shift of current ideology
surrounding discovery.
These 3 sentences characterise analytical issues by identifying a challenge,
highlighting a need, demonstrating failure and discussing the notion of a shift.
The question we investigate in this paper is whether it is possible to design automatically
generated cues for civil law students and educators about the presence of valued qualities in
1 AWA also has a module for analyzing reflective writing based on the Xerox Reflective Parser (Shum et al.
2016).
2 Syntactic relationships are e.g. subject, object, modifier, preposition, etc.
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student writing, and how these cues might serve as formative feedback to students when
they are drafting their texts. In the remainder of this paper, we briefly introduce the AWA
web application, describing its architecture and user interface. The evaluation of the tool is
reported in terms of how we structured a legal writing academic’s feedback to refine the
rhetorical parser implemented in AWA, and the methodology for harvesting student
feedback. We then analyse student feedback, before concluding with a discussion of how
current limitations can be tackled, and the challenge of Balgorithmic accountability ,^ a
broader concern in critical discourse about data in society.
The AWAWeb Application
UTS has been developing an end-user application designed for student and staff use.
The Academic Writing Analytics (AWA) tool is introduced below in terms of its NLP
capabilities, architecture and user interface. AWA v1 described here is implemented in






Examples (the discourse indicating the rhetorical
moves is in bold)
Introduction (S) (C) Drawing upon the scholarship,
this paper will argue that Australian
court staff should consider using social
media to increase confidence in the judiciary.
• Statement of thesis • Summary and
Important
• Essay plan • Summary
Content (C) However, the extent to which an intermediate
appellate court may undertake to redefine the
law as it sees appropriate – particularly when
confronted with a judgment of a court of
another jurisdiction but with equal standing





• Knowledge, application and
understanding of CPA,
UCPR and common law
• - (E) Firstly, the issue is of general importance,
and the fact that attempts are commonly made
in corporate insolvencies to rely on this form of
liability, makes a proper understanding of the
second limb important, lest its application
prove unjust.
• Identification of relevant
issues
• Emphasis
• Critical analysis, evaluation
and original insight
Contrasting ideas (C) Finally demonstrating various solutions and
the pragmatic failure or success of these with
close regard to case law as well as the notions
expressed by Keane in particular a shift of
current ideology surrounding discovery.
• Development of coherent
and persuasive argument
• -
Conclusion (S) In conclusion, Blaw in practice^ can be
seen to have many differences and many
similarities to Blaw in books^ according to
the snapshot I received from my visits to the
Civil and Criminal Courts.
Drawing together themes and
answering the question
posed in the introduction.
• Summary and
Important
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PHP, while v2 is currently under development in Ruby-on-Rails. These operate in
configurations approved by the university’s IT Division to ensure that as we build
confidence in its efficacy, it is ready for wider rollout as required.
AWA Architecture
AWA’s architecture (Fig. 2) is designed to deliver the following capabilities, across all
major web browsers and mobile devices:
& Authenticate users using university credentials, identifying their faculty
& Present discipline-specific sample texts users can experiment with, and discipline-
specific examples in the user guide
& Accept plain text input from the user (pasted from source)
Fig. 1 Examples of discourse indicators of rhetorical moves characterising research problems
Fig. 2 AWA’s functional architecture
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& Log all submissions
& Invoke multiple NLP services on the Open Xerox server (to the reflective and
analytic/rhetorical parsers)
& Render the output in multiple forms
The Rhetorical Parser
The rhetorical analysis in the Xerox Analytic Parser is implemented through the Xerox
Incremental Parser (XIP) using syntactic parsing, dedicated lexicons and pattern-matching
rules. Syntactic parsing extracts syntactic dependencies (such as the one between Bchal-
lenge^ and identify^ in the sentence above), while the lexicons contain lists of words and
expressions that are associatedwith the constituent concepts, and the pattern-matching rules
select the sentences that contain dependencies that instantiate pairs of concepts necessary
for conveying the labels assigned to rhetorically salient sentences (e.g. Bcontrast^ + Bidea/
mental operation^ = Contrasting idea). As described above, these rhetorical moves are:
Summarizing issues (describing the article’s plan, goals, and conclusions) (S), describing
Background knowledge (B), Contrasting ideas (C), Emphasizing important ideas (E),
mentioning Novel ideas (N), pointing out Surprising facts, results, etc. (S), describing an
open Question or insufficient knowledge (Q), and recognizing research Trends (T). In the
first prototype of AWAwe have chosen to represent all the salient sentence types detected
by XIP, however our analyses show that some of them are not particularly relevant in the
legal domain. Thus in the future we might omit the irrelevant moves like (B), (Q) and (T),
which are characteristic moves in empirical analyses, since their goal is the accumulation of
knowledge, in contrast to legal analyses (and social sciences in general) where authors
Bnegotiate^ around facts and interpretations (Åström and Sándor 2009). The most frequent
labels are those that are present in any kind of analytical writing, (S), (C) and (E).
AWA’s User Interface Design Process
The NLP capability provided by the XIP rhetorical parser has been developed into a
practical tool to produce a user experience good enough that students and academics
are able and willing to engage with it. While the XIP rhetorical parser has been in
development for over a decade, it is only over the last year that an end-user application
for education has been developed.
In contrast to research prototypes and products for automated grading, we are
designing AWA’s feedback not as a summative grade, but as a means to provide
formative guidance to improve draft writing. AWA adopts the metaphor of receiving
feedback from a colleague who has used different coloured highlighters to draw
attention to sentences she found interesting for some reason.
Although designed as a ‘walk up and use’ interface requiring no training, students are
first introduced to AWA through a face-to-face briefing, sometimes in conjunction with
instruction on academic writing that they would receive in any case from the writing
support services in UTS. In this session, it is emphasized to them that it is a prototype in
development, and that they should be critical of its output if they do not agree with it (see
the discussion for further reflection on formative versus summative assessment).
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On logging in for the first few occasions, students are welcomed as new users and
prompted to visit the Guide which presents discipline specific sample texts and exam-
ples of each rhetorical move that AWA recognises. If the academics have not provided
such examples they see default samples. The users paste in their text and submit it for
analysis. AWA returns a range of visualizations, illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4. In addition,
some basic statistics are visualized indicating rhetorical move frequencies, alongside (1)
a wordcloud and (2) the key concepts, places, and people mentioned in the text.
The user interface design has been through many iterations, based on hours of testing
with academics from many UTS faculties and units. A think-aloud method and screen
recordings were used with teams as they worked alone, or in pairs/triads, to analyse and
discuss sample student texts in AWA, while the researcher prompted them for thoughts, and
explained how the system was working. We gradually debugged the design as we
experimented with different ways to ensure that the users could navigate the system
smoothly.3
Usability aside, the next question was whether AWA’s output was experienced as
academically trustworthy by the civil law lecturer, and her students. To date, we have
reported statistical correlations between the frequency of certain XIP classifications and
the quality of English literature essays (Simsek et al. 2015). However, user experience
testing has not yet been reported; this application to the legal domain provides a first
step to roll-out to students within a single domain.
Research Methods and Design
Participants and Research Design
In the research described in this paper, a collaboration between a law-faculty academic
(the 3rd author), analytics researchers (the 1st and 2nd authors), a linguist (the 4th
author) and an applications developer (the last author), we addressed the question of
whether the AWA tool could usefully foreground the kind of rhetorical moves of
interest in a legal assignment.
An alignment was first drawn between the assessment criteria, and the rhetorical moves
identified by XIP, to establish the suitability of the tool for providing feedback on the
particular task. The effectiveness of the tool was then evaluated with the law-faculty
academic providing a close analysis of the accuracy of the parser for detecting the salient
rhetorical structures in a sample of essays. Finally, a cohort of students was invited to
engage with the tool, and provide their feedback, with 40 agreeing to do so and submitting
their essays to AWA, as described in the sections on student evaluation and feedback.
Assessment Context
The law course in which the AWA tool is being developed has an established rubric,
against which alignments with rhetorical moves were drawn. This rubric scores a
number of facets on a 1–5 scale (unsatisfactory, satisfactory, good, very good,
3 The system is presently available only for internal use. However, we are developing further resources (use
guides, screencasts, etc.) which will be deployed on the public project website https://utscic.edu.au/tools/awa/.
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excellent) aligned with the UTS grading scheme. The rubric is structured around
particular kinds of move students should make in their texts, aligning these with
sections that the students should use to structure their text. Essays were 2000 words
in length, on a topic of relevance to civil-law, with a range of possible questions
provided to students, for example:
The concept and meaning of good faith in negotiation and Alternative Dispute
Resolution (ADR) processes, together with an articulation of what actions are
required to comply with a good faith obligation or to support good faith
negotiation, can be best described as an evolving ‘work in progress’ in Australia.
What actions do you think are required by practitioners in order to comply with
these good faith obligations? Do you think it is possible for our courts to enforce
Fig. 3 A green Summary sentence signaling what the writer’s intention is. On the right is the key to the
different sentence types (clicking on this displays more details in the online Guide). Yellow sentences indicate
the presence of a rhetorical ‘key’ (indicated below ‘Both’ in the key), for example the yellow. Pink sentences
indicate that both a ‘summary’ and other important rhetorical move is made. Contrast sentence shown
Fig. 4 Example sentences from civil law essays, classified by XIP and rendered in AWA
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good faith obligations? Support your view with reference to this article and at
least two additional recent authorities (For this purpose, Brecent^ means pub-
lished in the last five years).
Students are thus asked to write an argumentative essay, forming a thesis or position
in relation to the question. The rubric facets used in this course are:
1. INTRODUCTION: Statement of thesis and essay plan
2. CONTENT:
a. Development of sustained thesis
b. Knowledge and understanding of civil procedure act (CPA), uniform civil
procedure rules (UCPR), and common law
c. Identification of relevant issues
d. Critical analysis, evaluation, and original insight
e. Development of coherent and persuasive argument
3. CONCLUSION: Drawing together themes and answering the question posed in
the introduction
4. REFERENCING: Written expression, footnotes and bibliography in accordance
with Australian guide to legal citation (AGLC) 3rd edition
The relevance of the analytical rhetorical moves for legal essays is based on their
association with the majority of the assessment criteria rubrics at UTS as shown in
Table 1 which compares the elements of the writing rubric used in a civil-law
assessment (column 1), with their associated salient sentence types (column 2), and
gives an example instantiation (column 3).
Our observation from student self-assessment cover sheets indicates that students
found self-assessment for these criteria challenging, since they overestimated their
performance, and for the teachers, providing formative feedback on them may be
prohibitively time-consuming. Effective (self)-assessment of legal writing requires the
ability to recognise summary statements of introductions and conclusions, and the
identification of text parts that contain critical analysis, and as a second step, the clarity
and pertinence of the identified segments need to be evaluated. Both steps need
expertise: the first mainly in the analysis of academic writing, and the second in domain
knowledge. By highlighting sentences that need to be evaluated, AWA aims to provide
support to the first step of this complex assessment activity, aligned with the guidance
from the literature described in the introductory sections. Moreover, AWA also indi-
cates in bold characters the relevant linguistic expressions that trigger the highlighting,
with an aim to facilitate end-user understanding of the relevant parts of the highlighted
sentences. The parser does not yet analyse or provide feedback above the sentence-
level, as such it is left to students to reflect on whether sentences-types are positioned in
the appropriate place at the whole-text, and section or paragraph level.
In the following sections we show how the salient sentence types noted above relate
to structures inherent in any legal essay. We comment on some highlighted sentences of
a sample legal essay from the LawTeacher.net web site.4
4 http://www.lawteacher.net/free-law-essays/civil-law/law-in-action.php
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Highlighting Statements of Introduction and Conclusion
A key feature of academic writing is conveyed, particularly in statements of introduc-
tion and conclusion, through widely taught rhetorical moves of academic writing such
as BOutlining purposes^, BAnnouncing present research^, etc. (Swales et al. 2004). In
the AWA tool, these moves fall under the Summary label. Summary sentences are
expected in the introduction and the conclusion, as well as at the beginning and the end
of sections.
The following Summary sentence is highlighted in the introduction of the sample
student essay:
The aim of this report is to assess how “law in action” can be compared to “law in books” which 
may be done by observing the criminal and civil procedures of the Criminal and the Civil Courts.
The following Summary sentence appears in the conclusion of the same essay:
In conclusion, “law in practice” can be seen to have many differences and many similarities to “law 
in books” according to the snapshot I received from my visits to the Civil and Criminal Courts. 
By highlighting these sentences AWA focuses the evaluator’s attention on the
rhetorical moves of introducing and concluding, while, as we have pointed out, it does
not give any clue concerning the clarity of the statements. It is up to the evaluator to
assess if these statements are relevant, well written, or if the conclusion matches the
aims set in the introduction.
Highlighting Segments Containing Critical Analysis
Whereas the introduction and conclusion statements are clearly associated with ac-
knowledged rhetorical moves of academic writing, and are identifiable in sentences,
critical analysis is a more complex endeavour, which has not been associated with
linguistic or structural units like sentences or specific section types. Thus pinpointing
sentences that contribute to performing critical analysis is not straightforward. Critical
analysis is usually explained in the form of general writing guidelines, like Bindicate
relevant issues^, Bformulate problems^ or Bpresent original insight^. We suggest that
sentences containing any of the salient rhetorical moves labeled in AWA except for the
Summary move, are indicators of compliance with such guidelines: when the author
points out relevant Background or Contrast between ideas, puts Emphasis on particular
points, recognizes research Trends and Novelty, she is indicating issues that she
considers relevant; when she describes Contrasts and hitherto unanswered Questions,
she is formulating research problems; or with Contrast and Emphasis she introduces
original insight. We do not claim that our list of rhetorical moves indicating particular
aspects of critical analysis is exhaustive, since it is the distillation of corpus studies in
previous text-mining work. Should a new aspect emerge in corpora, it could be
integrated into the framework.
The following examples from the sample essay illustrate how such moves reflect
aspects of critical analysis in the sample essays. The sentence below is labeled
Emphasis and Contrast. It introduces the discussion of relevant issues in what follows,
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and points out the importance of discussing some other issues. Although the Brelevant
issues^ themselves are not contained in the highlighted sentence, the sentence still
indicates that the author does handle them as an integral part of the essay, and thus the
reader can identify and evaluate them in the subsequent sentences. This sentence also
draws the reader’s attention to the necessity of discussing an analytical aspect (Bthe
differences between the two jurisdictions^), which is another indicator of the treatment
of relevant issues in the analysis:
E C Before discussing the relevant issues in the Criminal and Civil courts, it is necessary to discuss
the differences between the two jurisdictions which will enable us to discover why the procedures and 
processes differ between them.
The following sentence is labeled Contrast, and it formulates a problem (that of
Bjudicial independence^), which signals that the author is engaged in critical analysis:
C This questions the issue of judicial independence as to whether or not judges reach decisions in an 
independent way, only taking into account the facts and the law rather than their own opinions or the 
opinions of government, political parties, businesses, organizations and the media.
We emphasize again that the highlighted sentences convey elements of critical
analysis based on the rhetorical moves they contain, and the assessment of the
relevance of these elements with respect to the topic of the essay remains an expert task.
Evaluation Methodology with The Law Academic
Confusion Matrix Annotation
We have developed a practical methodology for refining the quality of the parser, using a
form of semantic annotation by the domain expert (the civil law academic leading the
course) of AWA’s output. Designed to be practical for the development of analytics tools
with staff with limited time and resource, this is a rapid version of the more systematic
coding that a qualitative data analyst would normally perform on a large corpus, using signal
detection theory codes for True/False Positives/Negatives, to populate a confusion matrix:
Law Lecturer
Important Unimportant
AWA Selected TP FP
Unselected FN TN
Thus, the lecturer was asked to highlight True Positives andNegativeswhere she agreed
with AWA’s highlighting and classification of a sentence, or its absence; False Positives
where AWA highlighted a sentence she did not consider to be significant, and False
Negatives where AWA ignored a sentence she considered to be important. We placed
misclassifications of a sentence in this class too, as another form of failure to spot an
important move.
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We did not prepare particular annotation guides for the lecturer, since we cannot provide
very detailed explanations of AWA highlights for the students or teachers either. As we
described above AWA labels are based on complex patterns which would be far too
cumbersome to describe in AWA. Our aim is to keep the AWA labels intuitively under-
standable, which is a challenging aspect of the UI. So, we defined the rhetorical moves
informally in one sentence and gave some examples for each type. This first experiment
served also as a test if the label names, the short explanations and the examples in AWA
enable an analyst to grasp the semantics of the labels. We wanted to gain insight into the
ways to improve the guide in theUI (rather than formally assessing the annotation scheme).
Starting with the generic rhetorical parser, the lecturer selected several essays with
known grades. She pasted AWA’s output into Microsoft Word, and using the agreed
scheme, annotated it with TP/FP/TN/FN plus explanatory margin comments. The
linguist in turn commented on this document, for instance, explaining why AWA
behaved the way it did when this confused the lecturer, or asking why a sentence
was annotated as FP/FN.
This structured approach to analyst-academic communication began to build a
corpus from which one could in principle calculate metrics such as precision, recall
and F1; however, it is not yet large enough to calculate these reliably. Rather, the
confusion matrix provided more focused feedback than informal comments to the team,
aiding rapid iteration and dialogue, using a familiar tool (Word) and a simple 2 × 2
representation that required no training. We return to the importance of this process in
the discussion on algorithmic accountability.
Refinements to AWA
For each of the cells in the confusionmatrix, we consider examples of successes and failures,
and the different adaptation measures that were taken to improve the signal/noise ratio.
True Positives




Summing up the main topic of the essay:
C However, the extent to which an intermediate appellate court may undertake to redefine the law
as it sees appropriate – particularly when confronted with a judgment of a court of another
jurisdiction but with equal standing in the judicial hierarchy – raises various questions.
In section II, this essay will outline the fundamental characteristics of mediation and the role of a
mediator.
CE Discovery involves an exchange of a list of documents between the parties to a case, which
are relevant to the issues in dispute.
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False Positives
We found that sentences annotated as False Positives by the lecturer were falsely
triggered by patterns that are often relevant in non-legal academic writing, but in law
the same patterns are used as legal ‘terms of art’, for instance:
CE Discovery involves an exchange of a list of documents between the parties to a case, which
are relevant to the issues in dispute.
We can reduce False Positives in such cases by deleting the legal terms from the XIP
lexicon, but the complication is that these words may also be used in their analytical
sense. In such cases we implement disambiguation rules. In the following sentence
Bissue^ is not used as a legal term, and so the sentence should be (and is) highlighted:
CE These fundamental problems frequently surface the legal landscape, as even fairly small
disputes can raise issues requiring the examination of numerous electronic resources to identify
valid documentation.
False Negatives
A few false negatives were due to the fact that analytical content in legal essays may
use different words or expressions for conveying the constituent concepts from those
that are parts of the existing lexicons. For example, neither Bassess^ nor Bargument^
was part of the lexicon, and thus the following sentence was not labeled. Once the
words are added, the SUMMARYpattern is detected by the parser, and the sentence is
labeled.
Section V assesses arguments in favour and against judicial mediation and deliberates the
compatibility of roles.
While one aspect of adaptation is the expansion of the lexicon, in fact the over-
whelming majority of false negatives were due to sentences that the law academic
coded as relevant in terms of her interpretation of the XIP categories, but which do not
contain patterns coded in XIP.
For example, the lecturer expected the following sentence to be labeled as ‘C′:
Whilst technology has facilitated the retention of all records for businesses, Keane firmly
maintains its' converse effect.
This sentence does indeed convey a contrast. However, it is not labeled, because the
contrast is not between two Bideas^, but between one effect of technology (i.e. it Bhas
facilitated the retention of all records for businesses B) and Keane’s maintaining a
Bconverse effect^ of technology. Technically speaking even if this sentence does
contain words that represent the relevant analytical concepts, it is not selected, since
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there is no syntactic relationship between any two of them. We can consider that this
sentence partially fulfils the criteria for being selected, since it contains words instan-
tiating some constituent concepts.
Were the sentence formulated in more precise terms, i.e. as a contrast between
Bideas^, it would be highlighted, and labeled as ‘Contrast’, thus:
C Whilst it is generally considered that technology has facilitated the retention of all records for
businesses, Keane maintains its converse effect.
In this case we need to consider the extension of the current analysis, because it
seems that the AWA patterns are too restrictive for the ‘C′ move.
The following sentence was expected by the lecturer to be labeled as ‘B′ Background
knowledge:
Discovery involves an exchange of a list of documents between the parties to a case, which are
relevant to the issues in dispute.
This general description of the concept of Bdiscovery^ can legitimately be
interpreted as Bbackground knowledge^, however, it does not have the same semantics
as ‘B′ in AWA. The semantics of the ‘B′ label in AWA is Breference to previous work^,
as illustrated in the true positive ‘B′ sentence:
B Previous studies have shown that the phonological deficits that characterise dyslexia persist into
adulthood.
The role of the sentences annotated as false negatives in legal essay analytics needs
to be elucidated before further adaptation is undertaken. On the one hand we need to
revise the UI definitions and explanations so that they are in line with the users’
intuitions, and on the other hand, we need to consider the modification of discourse
patterns to be detected in order to target more specifically legal discourse.
Taken together, the existing general analytical parser without any adaptation did
provide relevant output for legal tests. Our data are too small for computing meaningful
metrics, thus in Table 2 we report the result of the annotation exercise in terms of
numbers of sentences.
This test indicated that lexical adaptation is required: deleting legal ‘terms of art’ from
the general lexicon, and extending the lexicon with genre-specific vocabulary used in legal
essays for conveying rhetorical moves. No syntactic parse errors were the cause of any
Table 2 Result of the sentence annotation exercise
Law Lecturer
Important Unimportant
AWA Selected TP: 19 FP: 13
Unselected FN: 7 TN: 52
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False Negatives or False Positives. Even if some sentences in the legal essays are longer
than average general texts sentences, this did not have an effect on the parser performance.
We started the lexical adaptation based on the test annotations. We created shared
documents where we collected words to be added and deleted as we encountered them
during the development process. Table 3 illustrates the list of legal ‘terms of art’
collected for deletion.
Currently, the implementation of changes (such as those introduced above) to XIP is
performed by hand.We foresee the elaboration of mechanisms that automatically update
the lexicons on user input or learn the domain vocabulary through machine learning.
No formal evaluation of the effect of the changes has been performed, but it is
interesting to analyse the output of the slightly adapted parser on the document used for
the annotation exercise. Having updated the lexicons following some basic adaptation
the confusion matrix showed the results indicated in Table 4.
These changes resulted in a decrease in the number of False Positives with a
commensurate increase in the number of True Negatives. This was due to the deletion
of the legal terms from the general analytical lexicon. For example, the following
sentence was highlighted as ‘Contrast’ in the general analytical parser, but not in the
adapted legal parser, because of the elimination of issue, solution and problem from the
lexicon.
It will further consider the benefits and constraints of the early identification of issues in court
proceedings, and pre - hearing conferences as potential solutions to these problems.
The remaining False Positives and False Negatives are due to the differences of the
definition of the rhetorical moves between the annotator and the general analytical
parser. Further analysis is needed to determine if it is necessary to change the scope of
the analytical parser by adapting the patterns to legal rhetorical moves.
Having taken the first steps in refining AWA for the legal domain, we moved into a
first iteration of exposure to the students themselves.
Evaluation Methodology with The Students
Introducing AWA to Students
The evaluation of AWA by Law students was designed carefully to ensure that it did not
disadvantage any students. Students had already been introduced to the concept of text
analysis software in a legal technology lecture, setting the context for an open invitation
to engage critically with a prototype. They were informed that they would only be
given access to AWA after submission of their essays, to avoid any perceived risk of
Table 3 – List of ‘legal terms of art’ to be deleted from the general analytical lexicon
Claim, conduct, contest, contribution, discover, discovery, dismiss, dispute, dispute resolution, document,
documentation, evidence, issue, issues in dispute, limits the term, limit(ation), method, page limit,
problem, quest, represent(ation), resolution, resolution of dispute, resolve, role, solution, solve, term
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unfair advantage. AWAwas thus framed not only as a tool for self-assessment of their
own writing, but as an example of the emerging tools which they could expect to
encounter in their professional practice, particularly those who choose careers in
commercial litigation.
Forty students volunteered to participate in the project (submitting essays to AWA)
and of those initial volunteers, twenty managed to attend introductory sessions where
they were introduced to the impact that NLP is having on jobs in diverse sectors, in
education specifically, and then introduced to AWA and shown how to use it, conclud-
ing with open discussion. Both sessions were held after the participants had submitted
their essays, verified against student records.
In the sessions it was emphasized, on the one hand, that AWAwas a prototype and
students should not be unduly concerned if it failed to highlight sentences they believed
to be sound; on the other hand, the academic law staff present indicated that they had
growing confidence in it based on their testing.
Survey
The students were given a week to experiment with AWA, and were then sent a 4-
question online survey, with 12 of the 40 participants submitting responses:
1. How comfortable are you with getting feedback of this sort from a computer?
2. Did you find the feedback meaningful, so you could see ways to improve your writing?
3. If we continue to make AWA available, what is the likelihood that you would use it?
4. We’d love to hear any further thoughts you have. Please comment here.
Reflection Statements
In addition, all students on the course were invited but not required to orally present
2 min ‘reflection statements’, worth 5 % of the total subject grade. AWA pilot students
could choose to reflect on their experience of AWA, as an alternative to reflecting upon
other material in the course which other students did. Reflective statements were
assessable based on oral presentation only (no written version required), all assessed
against the same criteria: use of plain English expression, speaking style, description of
content upon which the student was reflecting and clear statement of what is under-
stood as a result of engaging with that learning content (or the use of the AWA tool).
Students were also invited to state how their understanding of legal practice might be




AWA Selected TP: 19 FP: 5
Unselected FN: 7 TN: 60
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influenced by their learning or experience. Of the 280 students taking Civil Law, 277
students chose to complete a reflection statement, with 8 of the 40 AWA-students
choosing to specifically reflect on their experience with AWA, 2 of whom also provided
written copies of their statements, while data from another 5 comes from the lecturer’s
notes. All students gave written permission for their feedback to be used anonymously
for research purposes.
Qualitative Coding of Student Feedback
An analysis was conducted of the survey data (including comments), the written
student reflections, and the lecturer notes from the oral presentations on AWA. For
those completing the questionnaire, response frequencies were tabulated. Further
analysis of the written content was conducted in NVivo (QSR International Pty Ltd
2012) to identify thematic patterns across the content; these are reported in the next
section, with broad patterns noted and exemplifications of the feedback given in
brackets.
Student Feedback: Results
We organise the feedback data into several themes we discerned:
& AWA’s value as a tool for provoking reflection
& AWA’s lack of sensitivity to linguistic nuance
& Student sentiment on receiving this kind of feedback from a machine
& Student appetite for automated support
& Student uncertainty on the relationship between AWA output and final grade
AWA’s Value as a Reflective Tool
Survey question: Did you find the feedback meaningful, so you could see ways to
improve your writing?
N of students 1 7 3
Rating Not all meaningful Meaningful in part Yes, it was all meaningful
A number of students mentioned in their written comments or reflections that the
AWA feedback had helped them to think differently about their writing by using the
highlighting – and lack of highlighting – as a prompt for reflection. Table 5 illustrates
the students’ views on the value of this.
Lack of Sensitivity to Linguistic Nuance
Interestingly, students mentioned that they had reflected on their writing, even though
they questioned the accuracy of the AWA feedback (BI found it really useful in
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scrutinizing my own work and culling the fat from my essay. I don’t think it was 100%
accurate in what it did, and the bold words gave me a really good indication of the sort
of phrasing it was looking for^ Respondent 5).
Although another student (who had marked that the AWA feedback was ‘not all
meaningful’) noted that AWA was Bnot able to identify a single introductory remark^
respondent 7, while both they and an expert colleague had thought the writing
contained such features. Another student (who marked the feedback as ‘meaningful
in part’) noted:
Bit is possible to make a clearly stated point in an academic way without
using one of the markers (and it is possible that tools such as this have not
been programmed to search for all possible permutations of metadiscourse)
that would be recognised by the algorithm. I think perhaps that saying that if
a paper does not use specified ‘signposts’ suggests that the writing is not
clear and ‘academic’ (see ‘tips’ on the results page), constricts writing style. I
think it is possible to be clear about your position without explicitly saying
‘my position is…’^. respondent 11
Table 5 Student feedback on the value of AWA highlighting rhetorical moves
BI found it interesting to note that the AWA tool picked up problems with my essay that I had not noticed.^
Student 5 reflection notes
BI definitely found it useful. It also made me realise that I tend to use bold, certain language in making my
point towards the end of each paragraph rather than up front at the beginning (when introducing my
point).^ Respondent 5
BI also tend to signpost a point with Important language and then actually make the point, rather than just
making the point (by that I mean, the sentence highlighted as Important was often the one just before the
sentence I would have thought was making the important point, before using this tool).^ Respondent 5
BI realise now what descriptive writing is - the software had quite a bit to say about my lack of justification -
also true - pressed for time and difficult circumstances have caused this for me in this instance - good to
see it sampled.^ Respondent 9
B[I] wanted to make my essay slightly different from a formal research essay because of the content being
about innovation - i adopted a partial prose / commentary style with loads of referencing. I see that the
style of my argument was weak but i feel i still made the point that I wanted to. With it as a tool I could
tighten my argument and research style especially if it becomes more informed about what difference in
styles may mean and then be able to critique or offer feedback in different ways.^ Respondent 9
BIt was very easy to use and understand how to work the program. It seems like a great way for students to
visually reflect on their writing and be able to straight away see where they should of (sic) included more
critical analysis and language of emphasis.^ Respondent 10
BI felt that the feedback was meaningful as it highlighted how formal my academic language for the
purposes of my assignment was. The feedback showed the places in my essay where I was critical and
also helped me realise that I should of (sic) been more critical in other areas of the essay. The blank parts
of the essay that were not highlighted by the program also showed that I may have needed to be more
critical in those parts.^ Respondent 10
BThe tag cloud tab in the program also was good in that it showed me how broad my vocabulary was in the
essay and whether I needed to build on it.^ Respondent 10
Said feedback was instructive…B because of the way the information is presented by breaking down the
sentences and clearly marking those that are salient as being contrast or position etc^ Respondent 11
BI put through different types of academic papers I have written and discovered that I did not use recognised
summarising language consistently across different faculties.^ Respondent 12
BI like the idea of this program and can see that it is useful at identifying some elements of writing^
respondent 12
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Other students made similar claims:
B…found that the tool was limited in its ability to pick up on summary sentences.
It was able to detect phrases such as ‘ultimately, this essay will conclude,’ or ‘in
conclusion,’ but the use of adverbs such as ‘thus,’ and ‘evidently,’ in conclusive
statements failed to be recognized.^…BAnother limitation is that certain
sentences, which were recounts or mere descriptions were deemed important,
whilst more substantive parts of the essay containing arguments and original
voice failed to be detected.^ Student 1 reflection).
On Receiving Feedback from a Machine
Survey question: How comfortable are you with getting feedback of this sort from a
computer?
N of students 0 1 1 5 2








Some students were very positive about removing the personal element (Btakes the
emotion out of having your work scrutinized^ respondent 12; Bit was not embarrassing
in the way that it can be when a tutor or marker gives feedback^ student 7 reflection
notes); and the potential for on demand feedback (Bfeedback is available 24 hours a
day^ student 7 reflection notes; BI think AWAwill eventually be able to help bridge the
‘teaching/learning’ divide [between large classes & few tutor consultation hours]^
student 4 reflection notes). Some students also noted the reflective possibilities of using
AWA in an ongoing writing process, for example:
B…writing multiple drafts and proof reading each can be both tiresome and
difficult considering it is often hard to recognize the flaws of your own writing
when you’ve been working on it for so long. Xerox’s tool acts as a great,
objective third party in providing early feedback.^ Student 1 reflection
BI would be comfortable receiving feedback of this sort from this kind of tool in
the same way I’m comfortable receiving feedback from a person - it is something
to reflect on and consider in order to make decisions whether implementing the
suggestions/feedback will improve your piece of writing, or your writing
generally.^ Respondent 11
One noted the potential of AWA to fit into their current writing workflow,
noting BI currently run most of my essays through ‘Grammarly’ [a grammar-
checking website] before submission^ respondent 6. However, some students
provided the caveat that they would consider AWA as one source of feedback
alongside others, and/or that they would not Btrust it as I would trust feedback
from an academic^ respondent 12.
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Appetite for Automated Support
Survey question: If we continue to make AWA available, what is the likelihood that you
would use it?
N of students 0 0 2 4 6
Rating Not likely at all Not very likely Not sure Quite likely Very likely
There was a clear appetite for support from tools such as AWA among these
students. The students were invited to use the tool to reflect on their current assignment;
however, a number of them mention ‘testing the system’ – uploading multiple assign-
ments; varying expression in individual assignments; and uploading assignments from
varying disciplines, to explore the differences in feedback obtained. Indeed respondent
8 (noted above with regard to a desire to connect feedback to outcomes), said:
BI dug out a few older essays from different law subjects and ran them through
the software. Some where I got average marks (60-70%) and another where I
absolutely excelled and got 95%. When I compared these essays, I didn’t see
much difference in the stats analysed by the software – all my work seemed to
have quite low detection rates of ‘importance’, yet on some I got 60%, while
others 95%.^ Respondent 8
Another reported that BI put through different types of academic papers I have
written and discovered that I did not use recognised summarising language consistently
across different faculties.^ Respondent 12. Indeed, one student looked up the research
papers AWA is based on (listed on the AWA site), saying:
BOverall I’m impressed with the tool and think it would be a powerful instrument
for students, markers and academics. Originally it appeared to me to essentially
be searching for words, but after looking more carefully at the results I can see
that it is analysing sentence structure to provide commentary, which is
impressive^ respondent 11.
Relationship to Grade
Perhaps not surprisingly, students wanted to know how the AWA feedback related to
outcome (BI would only find real value in this software if it improved my grades. If
framing my writing with ‘contrast’, ‘emphasis’, ‘position’, etc gave me better marks
then the feedbackwould be verymeaningful.^ respondent 8; BI would like to know if the
changes I would have made would have improve my mark.^ Student 8 reflection notes).
Limitations of the Evaluation
The student evaluation was conducted in an authentic context, with students
reflecting on how an assignment that they had just submitted might have been
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improved had AWA been available. This has generated extremely useful insights,
but we recognise that this is a preliminary evaluation with a small sample size.
While in other case studies we have been able to test for statistical patterns and
calculate classification metrics, the annotated corpus from this work is not yet large
enough to do this reliably. We thus have qualitative evidence of AWA’s value from
the law academic and students, which has yet to be quantified. The emerging
themes indicate potential areas for targeting future evaluation, providing qualitative
insight into the potential and areas for improvement in the AWA tool. We now
consider the implications of the student feedback, and reflect on the state of this
project in relation to broader concerns about whether machine intelligence such as
this can be trusted.
Discussion
The prospect of automated analysis of writing finding a place in mainstream educa-
tional experience provokes strong reactions and natural scepticism. In writing we can
express the highest forms of human reasoning: how can a machine make sense of this
in a meaningful manner?
The work presented here has sought to describe a user-centered design process
for a tool that is not seeking to grade, thus removing some of the ‘high stakes’
controversy surrounding automated grading (see, for example, Condon 2013;
Deane 2013; Ericsson and Haswell 2006). However, seeking ‘only’ to provoke
reflection on the part of the student writer in no way removes the obligation to
ensure as far as possible that this is productive reflection about meaningful
prompts: if the signal-to-noise ratio is too low, students and educators will find
they are wasting their time reviewing meaningless highlighted text, and will
disengage. The student feedback indicates that AWA was provoking useful
reflection, but was not without its problems. AWA can in no sense be considered
complete, and we are acutely aware of its current limitations, which set the
agenda for our ongoing work.
From Highlighting to Actionable Reports
A key challenge that we are now considering is how to bridge the gap between the
current ability to highlight sentences, and capability to generate a meaningful report
which is more clearly actionable by the writer. A number of approaches to this are
under consideration. At a simple level, ‘canned text’ may be deployed, triggered by the
recognition of a simple pattern (e.g. the absence of any Summary sentences in the
abstract or conclusion). Advancing our current analysis, combining sentence-types for
analysis at the paragraph or multi-sentence level may prove fruitful. In addition, more
advanced Natural Language Generation approaches would permit greater flexibility in
the conditional construction of feedback to students (e.g. failure to use Contrasting
rhetorical moves when discussing particular authors or theories known to be in tension
with each other— from prior expert knowledge of the field). Progress on this front will
help to address uncertainty from students and instructors as to how to make sense of the
highlighting.
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BDoes this Highlighting Mean it’s Good?^
Related to the previous point, but standing as a question in its own right is the extent to
which students and educators should be encouraged to use rhetorically-based highlight-
ing as proxies for the overall quality of the piece. Prior work (Simsek et al. 2015) has
investigated statistical relationships between the frequency of all or particular XIP
sentence types, and essay grade, with some positive correlations found, but clearly
there is much more to the creation of a coherent piece of writing than just this indicator,
so one does not expect it to account for all variance. Rhetorical parsing on its own does
not assess the truth or internal consistency of statements (for which fact-checking or
domain-specific ontology-based annotation (Cohen and Hersh 2005) could be used).
Other writing analytics approaches provide complementary lenses (see, for example,
McNamara et al. 2014) which, when combined in a future suite of writing analytics
tools, would illuminate different levels and properties of a text in a coherent user
experience.
We are considering deploying automated techniques to analyse the patterns of
highlighting in XIP output. For example, sequential analysis might detect patterns in
the sequences in which different highlights co-occur, or follow each other. We can also
hypothesize that certain sentence types may occur in particular kinds of writing, or
particular sections of a given genre of document.
Addressing Algorithmic Accountability
Algorithms sit at the heart of all analytics, but their design and debugging remains the
preserve of the few who possess statistical, mathematical or coding expertise. In an era
when data collection pervades societal life, embedded in appliances and the physical
environment, it is impossible to understand how all the algorithms ‘touching’ our lives
work. Some might ask if learners or educators should be troubling themselves with why
software is behaving as it does, if it is behaving predictably. However, when their
functioning becomes a matter of enquiry or concern, these cannot remain black boxes.
For many, there is an ethical need to articulate the possible definitions and meanings of
Balgorithmic accountability^ (see, for example, Barocas et al. 2013; Diakopoulos
2014). For learning analytics, this is also a pedagogical need, such that learning
analytics have appropriate levels of transparency to different stakeholders.
In the context of AWA, we propose three ways to respond to this challenge, noting
also their limitations.
Open Research Publications The way in which XIP operates has been published in
the research literature (Aït-Mokhtar et al. 2002), as well as the contextualization to
academia in this case study. While this is a dissemination channel suited for researchers,
and citeable peer reviewed research adds credibility for non-academics, AWA’s func-
tion requires translation into appropriate forms for educational practitioners and stu-
dents who also have the right to enquire. Currently this takes the form of the website’s
Guide, and personal briefings presented to academics and students as orientation.
Openly Testable System Behaviour Many of XIP’s services are publicly accessible
via a public API (Xerox n.d.), providing another form of accountability: it can be tested
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at will by anybody able to use the API. The rhetorical parser documented here is
available only to research partners at present, but rigorously testable. XIP is not,
however, available in open source form at present, which is unquestionably the most
rigorous form of accountability for suitably qualified people to inspect.
Open Stakeholder Communication Most academics and students do not benefit from
being given source code, just as they do not benefit from being given SQL backups.
Transparency is a function of ability to benefit from the information, and accountability
a function of the quality of response to queries, and ultimately the consequences of
failing to give an adequate account, or of causing harm of some sort. Thus, users build
confidence and ultimately come to trust software because they trust the way in which it
has been developed, and the tool adds value to their teaching/learning. The academic’s
trust in AWA has grown through extensive discussion with the learning analytics
research team, experimenting with early AWA prototypes, receiving satisfactory an-
swers to questions, and seeing that her feedback is acted on at the levels of both the user
interface and behaviour of the parser. We have also described how we used the
structured annotation scheme to scaffold communication between the academic and
linguist. AWA is thus experienced as accountable because as questions arise, they are
answered and/or code is modified.
The linguist tuning XIP is another stakeholder: her trust in the process is similarly
built as her algorithms are tested in authentic contexts, and enthusiastic end-users are
giving detailed feedback to improve its performance. We have completed only one
design iteration with the students, but we anticipate that engaging them in future
iterations will build their confidence in a similar manner.
Most software tools using a participatory, agile approach go through this kind of
design process in their early stages. The implications for analytics products whose
designers are not available to answer questions or requests from educators and students
remain to be seen. Many companies are now putting in place the human and technical
infrastructure to remain responsive to user communities of thousands, challenging as
that is. As we have discussed elsewhere (Buckingham Shum 2015), it may be that
many educators and students do not in fact want to examine the algorithmic engines
powering their tools, as long as they seem to be working— or it may be that we must
find new ways to make the black boxes transparent in ways that satisfy the curiosity
and literacies of different audiences.
Conclusion
To conclude, in the context of civil law undergraduate writing, we have documented the
design process through which we are developing and evaluating AWA, a writing analytics
tool intended to provide formative feedback to students on their draft writing. In order to
reach the point where we could confidently pilot this with students, we evolved a
participatory design process using structured annotation of AWA’s output by the law
academic, which we believe could find wider application as a practical technique. The
piloting of AWAwith students provided valuable feedback for future improvements, and
parallel AWA extensions to other disciplines, which are now in development.
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